tots on a mission to....

A L B A N I A
I can thank God for:
□ Each Albanian boy, girl and grownup who
follows Jesus

This is the country of Albania.
Albania is in Europe.

□ The way Albanian Christians, even though
they are poor themselves, showed His kindness and love to the refugees from Kosovo
by helping and caring for them

I can ask God:
glue picture of

□ to encourage Christians to learn more about
Him and hare His love with everyone

country here

□ to teach Christians that even though many
are poor, He blesses all those who give to
others

□ to give His strength to leaders in the
churches as they teach people from the Bible and encourage them to follow Jesus

□ to bring peace and hope to the people of
Albania and give them leaders who will rule
the country wisely and fairly

Can you find it on a map?

Flag of Albania

add clip art or the flag
your child colors here

Created by Totally Tots for use with Tots on a Mission

tots on a mission extras

and paste to the main page.

Color or cut out the flag of Albania
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Created by Totally Tots for use with Tots on a Mission

Cut out the following clip art and use it for your ‘Tots on a Mission’ monthly sheet. You can either
have your little one trace the letters on the first page, or cut out the letter tiles below and have
them match the letters to the correct letters in the name of the country. Have fun coloring the flag
or just cut out the clip art and glue it to the page. An example of the completed page is below.

